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Receptor for advanced glycation end products in donor lungs is associated with primary graft dysfunction after lung transplantation
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Abstract

Development of primary graft dysfunction (PGD) is associated with poor outcomes after transplantation. We hypothesized that Receptor for Advanced Glycation End-products (RAGE) levels in donor lungs is associated with the development of PGD. Furthermore, we hypothesized that RAGE levels would be increased with PGD in recipients after transplantation.

We measured RAGE in bronchoalveolar lavage fluid (BALf) from 25 donors and 34 recipients. RAGE was also detected in biopsies (TBBX) from recipients with and without PGD.

RAGE levels were significantly higher in donor lungs that subsequently developed sustained PGD vs transplanted lungs that did not display PGD. Donor RAGE level was a predictor of recipient PGD (odds ratio = 1.768 per 0.25 ng/ml increase in donor RAGE level). In addition, RAGE levels remained high at 14 days in those recipients that developed severe graft dysfunction.

Recipients may be at higher risk for developing PGD if they receive transplanted organs that have higher levels of soluble RAGE prior to explantation. Moreover, the clinical and pathologic abnormalities associated with PGD post-transplantation are associated with increased RAGE expression. These findings also raise the possibility that targeting the RAGE signaling pathway could be a novel strategy for treatment and/or prevention of PGD.
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INTRODUCTION

Primary graft dysfunction (PGD) typically follows procurement and transplantation of the lung and is the major cause of acute mortality following lung transplantation (1–4). Since there is no effective therapy, mortality can be as high as 43% (2,5). There are no proven medical treatments for PGD and identification of additional biomarkers that could accurately identify organs that will develop this serious condition is needed (6).

PGD is the end result of a series of lung injuries that may occur before or after the declaration of donor brain death, or during the transplant process, and/or during or after the initiation of reperfusion (7). These injuries are difficult to predict using current standards based on gas exchange, chest radiograph, or bronchoscopic findings. Conversely, it is very conceivable that many potentially useable donor lungs may go unutilized due to the lack of accurate evaluation methods that could determine their suitability for transplantation (8). In conjunction with data showing patient outcome from recipients of lungs not meeting all of the usual pre-transplant clinical criteria, the validity of the clinical criteria used for screening donor organs should be called into question (9). Measurement of biological markers that could predict development of PGD may be useful in predicting alveolar epithelial function/dysfunction (10). Such a prediction may be useful in determining which donor lungs are primed for acute lung injury (ALI) and subsequent development of PGD following ischemia and reperfusion.

Alveolar type I epithelial cells (AT1) comprise more than 95% of the internal surface of the lung (11), and damage to AT1 cells is an important histologic feature of PGD (12). Receptor for Advanced Glycation End Products (RAGE), a protein highly expressed by AT1 cells (13,14), has been demonstrated to be a marker for severity of ALI in animal and human studies (15–18). Studies have demonstrated that RAGE is released into the alveolar space by injurious and inflammatory stimuli in rat and human studies (11,15–22). In addition, a recent study showed that elevated plasma levels of RAGE are associated with PGD following lung transplantation (23).

Functional and biochemical assessment of alveolar epithelial injury in donor lungs prior to lung transplantation may be useful clinically. PGD is characterized by diffuse alveolar infiltrates in the lung allograft occurring between 6–96 hours after reperfusion, along with a PaO₂/FiO₂ ratio < 300mmHg and poor lung compliance. Histologic manifestations of PGD include alveolar epithelial injury in the lung allograft that persists beyond the initial 48 hours of transplantation in the absence of other identifiable causes of allograft dysfunction (24). Furthermore, the current definition of PGD, despite being sensitive in detecting poor graft function, is not specific in determining if PGD is the cause of poor oxygenation or responsible for the abnormal radiograph.

In conclusion, despite more than two decades of cumulative experience with lung transplantation, we still are unable to accurately predict which lung allograft recipients will develop primary graft failure (25). Therefore, we hypothesized that increased RAGE expression by lung donors and lung recipients correlates with the development of PGD and that high RAGE levels are indicative of graft dysfunction.

PATIENTS AND METHODS

Donor and Recipient Characteristics

The subjects in this study were consecutive cases of lung transplant recipients with their corresponding lung donors. Of these 35 donors, biological specimens were available from 25. Lung donors were recruited from brain-dead patients consented for lung donation.
Clinical characteristics such as gender, age, cause of death, race, and PaO$_2$/FiO$_2$ ratios, chest radiograph, bronchoscopic findings, and culture data were recorded for 35 lung donors.

Explanted lungs were preserved using Perfadex (Vitrolife, Goteborg, Sweden). The graft ischemia time was recorded for all lung transplants.

Recipients listed at our institution received transplants according to their clinical priorities and independent of the study results. Clinical data were available for 35 lung transplant recipients: biological samples were collected from 34. PGD treatment involved administration of diuretics, prolonged mechanical ventilation with adjusted FiO$_2$ and positive end-expiratory pressure, and inhaled NO (6) as required. This study was approved by the institutional review board at Emory University.

Assessment of Graft Function in Recipients

PGD was scored from 0 to 3 using chest radiographs and PaO$_2$/FiO$_2$ ratios according to the International Society for Health and Lung Transplantation guidelines, at regular or specified intervals during the first 96 hours post lung transplant (24). For the purpose of this study, recipients were assigned to groups based on their clinical characteristics. Patients who did not develop PGD at any time point during the 96 hours were classified as PGD 0. Other patients were grouped as ‘PGD 1’, or ‘PGD 2/3’ if they fit the standard clinical classifications for a 24 hour period. In addition to the standard classifications of PGD that utilizes clinical data at 1 time-point, we included a group of patients with severe PGD who met the above clinical criteria (grade 2 and 3) for two consecutive time-points. For the purpose of this study, this group was designated ‘2[PGD 2/3]’. Prior to extubation, all recipients received a bronchoscopy to assess bronchial anastomosis and BALf was obtained and submitted for culture. In addition, TBBX/BALf was obtained at regular intervals post-transplantation (2 weeks, 1, 2, 3, 6, 9, and 12 months) as part of surveillance bronchoscopy.

Transplant Immunosuppression Protocols

All patients received a standard immunosuppression protocol as described previously (26).

Transplant Infection Prophylaxis

All recipients received antibiotics up to five days after surgery, and subsequent antibiotic therapy length was determined based on final donor culture as previously described (27).

Collection of broncho-alveolar lavage fluid (BALf)

At the time of organ evaluation, BALf was performed following general inspection of the tracheobronchial tree and installation of 30–50 ml of room temperature normal saline. Normally, the BALf is obtained from a “wedged position” at the right middle lobe or lingula. The recovery volumes were close to 15 to 20 cc. The recovered fluid was centrifuged immediately to remove alveolar macrophages and any particulate matter, and transported on ice back to our institution. Upon arrival, the samples were then placed in storage at $-70^\circ$C until subsequent analyses.

RAGE ELISA

Soluble RAGE levels (sRAGE) in bronchoalveolar lavage fluid (BALf) from donor lungs prior to procurement and recipients post-transplant (day 14) was measured using a commercially-available ELISA kit following the manufacturer’s instructions (R&D Systems, Minneapolis, MN). A total of 34 recipient bronchoscopic samples were analyzed for RAGE content. Out of the 34 recipient BALf samples analyzed, 25 corresponding donor samples were available for analyses. sRAGE levels are reported as ng per ml of BALf. As
no reliable normalization methods exist, sRAGE levels were not normalized to parameters such as urea or protein.

**Immunohistochemical Analyses of RAGE Expression**

To further investigate the potential correlation of RAGE expression with incidence of PGD, we performed immunohistochemical analyses of cell membrane-bound RAGE in TBBX obtained through routine surveillance approximately two weeks after transplantation. Sections from TBBX were deparaffinized using standard techniques and then subjected to an antigen-retrieval step by heating under pressure to \( \sim 120^\circ C \) for 7 minutes in antigen retrieval solution (Dako Cytomation). Samples were permeabilized with 0.05% Tween-20 and 0.05% Triton X-100, and blocked with streptavidin followed by biotin (Streptavidin / Biotin blocking kit; Vector Laboratories) in the presence of human IgG (Jackson ImmunoResearch) prior to incubation with primary antibody. Subsequently sections were incubated in 0.5 \( \mu \)g/ml goat polyclonal anti-RAGE primary antibody (R&D Systems) overnight at 4°C in the presence of human IgG. Endogenous peroxide activity was quenched with 3% \( H_2O_2 \). Samples were then incubated with biotinylated donkey anti-goat F(ab’)_2 fragments for 1 hour. Bound biotinylated secondary antibodies were coupled to horseradish peroxidase-streptavidin (Vectastain ABC kit; Vector Laboratories) and color was developed with 3,3’-diaminobenzidine tetrahydro-chloride substrate (Vector Laboratories). Sections were counterstained with hematoxylin to visualize nuclei. To control for non-specific staining, sections were incubated with goat polyclonal IgG in place of the primary anti-RAGE antibody. Relative immunohistochemical staining between groups was determined by quantifying staining in the tissue. Briefly, multiple photomicrographs were imported into Photoshop 7.0 (Adobe Systems Inc.). A color sampler tool was used to gate representative shades of brown diaminobenzidine staining. To determine the stain density of each field, the area of the field containing the selected color stain was selected, the remaining background was removed, and the resulting image was imported into Scion Image Beta 4.0.2 (Scion Corporation, Frederick, MD). The density of staining was averaged and calculated for each section.

**Statistical Analyses**

The assumptions of normal parametric tests (ANOVA, t-tests) were not met due to small sample sizes and non-normality, and therefore the corresponding nonparametric tests were employed. RAGE levels in donors and recipients were compared across the 4 PGD grades using the Kruskal-Wallis test. The Spearman rank correlation coefficient (\( r_s \)) was used to determine the association between the donor RAGE levels and PGD grade and recipient RAGE levels and PGD grade. Two approaches were used to evaluate donor RAGE level as a predictor of recipient PGD. First, the risk of recipient PGD was modeled as a function of donor RAGE by using logistic regression. Logistic regression provided an estimate of the odds ratio and its 95% confidence interval as a measure of the degree of association between outcome (Recipient PGD grade 0 or any PGD) and donor RAGE. The goodness of fit of the model was assessed by the Hosmer-Lemeshow statistic. In addition, the Box-Tidwell transformation was used to assess the linearity of RAGE on the log odds scale (28). Second, the performance of donor RAGE was summarized with classification measures such as sensitivity, specificity and the area under the curve (AUC) of a receiver operating characteristic curve. Descriptive statistics were reported as medians, ranges and counts.

**RESULTS**

**Donor characteristics**

The study group included clinical data on 35 donors but biological samples were available from 25 donors. Clinical characteristics of donors are shown in Table 1. Age, sex, race,
cause of death, selection criteria, and ischemic times for normal recipients versus PGD recipients were similar. The most common radiographic (CXR) finding in donors was mild perihilar congestion and atelectasis. The BALf culture was positive in 54% of the subjects in both groups. Of the donors that presented with very high RAGE BALf levels (greater than the median), 4 of them had ‘normal’ CXR (2 of these had some atelectasis), 1 had mild pulmonary edema, and 1 had a right pneumothorax (with chest tube placement prior to procurement). For a complete radiological description of PGD 0 donors versus PGD+ve donors (PGD 1, PGD 2/3, and 2[PGD 2/3], see Table 1.

In nine cases, biopsies were obtained from donor lungs that were downsized prior to implantation. Histological analyses of these nine biopsies revealed normal lung architecture or existing focal changes consistent with either acute bronchiolitis, thromboemboli in pulmonary vessels, pneumonitis, atelectasis, focal alveolar damage, focal alveolar hemorrhage, and cystic changes. The outcome of recipients whose donor lungs were evaluated histologically was as follows: 5 (cystic changes, hemorrhage, thromboemboli, emphysema, and normal lung histology) led to PGD 2/3 that persisted for 48 hours or more (2[PGD 2/3]); 2 (thromboemboli and subpleural fibrosis) led to PGD 2/3 that resolved in 24 hours; and 2 (atelectasis / hemorrhage / pneumonitis, and atelectasis / hemorrhage / thromboemboli) led to PGD 0.

**Donor BALf soluble RAGE levels**

**Donor BALf RAGE levels correlated with the severity of PGD**—We first compared RAGE levels as a function of severity of PGD in the recipients, BALf RAGE levels in donor lungs that did not develop PGD post-transplantation were significantly lower compared to donor lungs that developed any clinical signs of PGD (data not shown). RAGE levels in 25 donors increased across PGD grades (P = 0.016, Figure 1). Additionally there was a correlation between donor RAGE level and PGD grade (r_s = 0.61, P < 0.001). Donor RAGE levels for the 4 groups increase with severity of PGD: PGD 0 (median = 0.18 ng/mL, IQR = 0.20 ng/mL); PGD 1 (median = 0.26 ng/mL, IQR = 1.06 ng/mL); PGD 2/3 (median = 1.13 ng/mL, IQR = 0.69 ng/mL); and 2[PGD 2/3] (median = 1.75 ng/mL, IQR = 2.66 ng/mL).

It is important to mention that the subgroup of donors with abnormal histology at the time of transplantation had adequate donor selection criteria, but had high RAGE levels in their BALF, and correlated with patients that subsequently developed PGD (data not shown).

Donor RAGE level was a predictor of recipient PGD (odds ratio (OR) = 1.768 per 0.25 ng/ml increase in donor RAGE level; 95% confidence interval for the OR: 1.028 to 3.041). Based on the logistic regression model, the estimated risk of recipient PGD with a donor RAGE level of 0.75 ng/ml was 40% [the calculated risk of recipient PGD is: e^w/(1 + e^w), where w = 3.0059 × 0.75 – 2.6717].

The sensitivity and specificity estimates for donor RAGE values of 0.38 ng/ml were 80% and 78%, respectively. The accuracy of donor RAGE level depended on how well the donor RAGE value separated recipients with and without PGD. The area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve (AUC) is a measure of test accuracy. An AUC of 1.0 represents a perfect test; and an AUC of 0.5 represents discrimination no better than chance (the diagonal line on the Figure 2). The AUC measures the discrimination, that is, the ability of the donor RAGE level to correctly classify recipients as with or without PGD. Using recipients who did not have PGD (PGD 0) and those who had persistent PGD (2[PGD 2/3]), the estimated area under the curve (AUC) of the ROC curve was 0.94 (Figure 3). The AUC estimate for donor RAGE reflected the proportion (0.94) of recipient pairs for which the logistic regression model assigned a higher probability to a recipient who had PGD 2/3 at
two consecutive timepoints (2[PGD 2/3]) than to a recipient who did not have PGD (PGD 0).

**Recipient Characteristics**

At our center, 44 lung transplants were performed utilizing lungs from donors who met brain death criteria between February 2007 and July 2008. Of the 44, this study included 35 recipients with clinical data, and 34 biological samples for analyses. The main indications for transplant were distributed between patients with pulmonary fibrosis (IPF) (34%) and patients with emphysema-COPD (48%). Although 42.9% (9/21) of the recipients with PGD had an IPF diagnosis and 21.4% (3/14) of the recipients without PGD had IPF, this difference was not statistically significant (P = 0.28 by Fisher’s exact test) (Table 2). 86% of lung transplants were bilateral and the remainder was unilateral lung transplants. 2 out of 35 (∼6%) of patients received re-transplants (Table 2). Of the single transplants performed, our center did not receive the contralateral lung from the same donor and as a result, we do not have data pertaining to the outcome of those transplants at other centers. The recipients’ postoperative course was followed for 12 months from the time of transplantation, or until death as part of our ongoing surveillance protocol.

**Assessment of Graft Function in recipients**—Using the consensus definition, PGD grades 0, 1, 2, and 3 at 48 hours post-transplantation occurred in 41%, 6%, 17 %, and 34 % of patients, respectively.

**Recipient soluble BALf RAGE levels**—BALf RAGE levels in recipient lungs that did not develop PGD post-transplantation were significantly lower compared to RAGE in recipient lungs that developed any clinical signs of PGD (data not shown). RAGE levels in 34 recipients increased across PGD grades (P=0.02; Figure 3). Additionally there was a correlation between recipient RAGE level and PGD grade (r_s =0.66, P < 0.001). Furthermore, RAGE levels remained high in 8 recipients that developed severe graft dysfunction (2[PGD 2/3]; median = 1.37 ng/ml) compared to 9 recipients who did not display clinical signs of PGD (PGD 0; median = 0.39 ng/ml, P = 0.008).

**Immuno-histological analyses revealed increased RAGE in recipient TTBX**—Clinical PGD correlated with findings of diffuse alveolar damage (DAD) on two week TBBX, whereas the absence of clinical PGD was not associated with DAD. Tissue was obtained from patients without (PGD 0; n = 8) and with severe PGD (2[PGD 2/3]; n = 8). Consistent with previous studies (13,14), RAGE expression by alveolar epithelial cells was evident in TBBX from recipients without PGD (Figure 4A). Digital image analyses of RAGE immuno-histochemical staining revealed nearly three-fold increase in RAGE expression in biopsies that were obtained from patients with 2[PGD 2/3] (p = 0.0078; Figure 4B).

**DISCUSSION**

We found that RAGE levels prior to organ recovery or after transplantation were associated with subsequent PGD. In addition, we found that donor RAGE levels were significantly higher in recipients with 2[PGD 2/3] (PGD grade 2/3 at two consecutive timepoints) versus recipients with PGD grade 0 (Figure 1). These data may prove to be useful in evaluating donor lungs, since donor lung RAGE levels may predict the development of PGD in the recipient. Furthermore, we found that RAGE levels in the BALf of LTx recipients correlated with those recipients whose graft dysfunction was severe and persistent. Densitometric analyses of immuno-histochemical staining of transbronchial biopsies revealed increased abundance of membrane-bound RAGE in patients with 2[PGD 2/3]. The data presented here
may represent an additional predictive parameter for the development of severe PGD. In addition, BALf RAGE levels may be useful as a biochemical marker of significant and persistent graft dysfunction after LTx.

In this study, we described a population of recipients that exhibit a more severe clinical phenotype of PGD after lung transplantation. We categorized these recipients as having ISHLT-defined PGD grade 2 or 3 at two consecutive timepoints (2[PGD 2/3]). Due to the fact that this group is not currently defined by ISHLT guidelines, this classification of PGD severity may be considered exploratory. In addition, a major limitation of this study is that the small sample size of 25 donors and 35 recipients prevented additional covariate adjustment (both donor and recipient characteristics) through multivariable analyses. Thus, our predictive analyses are preliminary and must be interpreted with caution. A multicenter prospective study is necessary to ensure the statistical power necessary to investigate the relationship between donor BALf RAGE and severity of PGD, and adjust for complex donor-recipient interactions involving demographic and co-existing conditions associated with PGD occurrence. Our work is suggestive of a relationship between RAGE levels and PGD but a larger sample size is necessary to better develop this initial predictive model. After the model is developed, a validation study is necessary to ensure protection against unrecognized problems and limitations. Furthermore, although more recipients with PGD had an IPF diagnosis vs patients without PGD, this probably represents a clinically important difference that we cannot currently detect as statistically important due to the small sample size and limited statistical power to detect an association of the magnitude. Lastly, due to limitations in the number of available samples from donors and recipients, future studies are required to accurately investigate any possible correlation between donor BALf RAGE values and less severe grades of PGD (e.g. PGD grade 1 or 2 at one timepoint).

The results presented here are consistent with those in previous studies wherein biological markers have been utilized to help identify the risk for subsequent lung injury in the LTx recipient (29,30). Fisher et al., found that IL-8 cytokine levels in BALf could be used in clinical practice as an objective indicator of donor-lung suitability (29). In addition, VEGF levels in the lung donor have been reported to be associated with increased risk for the development of PGD in the recipient (30). Earlier biomarkers such as changes in mRNA profiles may also be associated with outcomes post-transplantation. Anraku et al. used microarray analyses of lung tissue to identify four genes associated with oxidative stress or ischemic injury that were upregulated in donor lungs that developed PGD post-transplantation (31). Using quantitative real-time PCR, Kaneda et al. demonstrated that the mRNA profile of cytokines such as IL-6 was the most predictive of mortality after lung transplantation (32). A similar microarray profile revealed differential expression of genes involved in signaling, apoptotic, and stress pathways between donor lungs that developed PGD post-transplantation and those that did not (33). Interestingly, there was a correlation between high metallothionein 3 expression and freedom from PGD after transplantation (31).

The use of BALf RAGE levels as a predictor of underlying lung injury in lung recipients has a physiologic basis as RAGE mRNA and protein are expressed most prominently in the lungs (14,21). Furthermore, increased serum RAGE levels were found to predict ICU outcomes in patients following LTX (21) and a recent study showed that serum RAGE levels are higher in lung transplant recipients with PGD, compared to non-PGD recipients (23). RAGE is expressed on the basal membrane of AT1 cells, and rat and human studies have shown that soluble RAGE is released by injurious stimuli into the alveolar space where it may serve to modulate the inflammatory response (14,34). As it pertains to the donor lung, we hypothesize that soluble RAGE levels may identify if multiple insults to the lung prior to
organ procurement increases susceptibility for subsequent development of PGD in the recipient. This hypothesis is consistent with the fact that since AT1 cells comprise more than 95% of the internal surface of the alveoli, damage to these cells is an important feature of injured lung. In support of this contention, AT1-specific proteins have been used as markers of the severity of acute respiratory distress syndrome in animal and human studies (34,35).

In addition to its role as a marker of alveolar epithelial injury, recent evidence provides an important functional role for RAGE in lung injury. Using an animal model of ischemia reperfusion injury to the lung, the degree of injury was attenuated when RAGE was neutralized or ablated (20). RAGE levels were also found to be associated with altered lung liquid clearance (11). These data are consistent with the notion that patients with poor alveolar epithelial function have impaired fluid clearance, and worse prognosis after a severe acute lung injury (36). Furthermore, Briot et al. showed that in donor lungs that were rejected for transplantation, the rate of alveolar fluid clearance correlated inversely with RAGE levels in the BALf (15).

In conclusion, the current study describes data on RAGE levels in BALf and lung tissue from a well-characterized cohort of lung donors and LTx recipients. For recipients who developed PGD, BALf RAGE levels were increased in their corresponding donors. In addition, those recipients who developed severe and persistent PGD also had elevated RAGE levels in their BALf and lung tissue. These data are indicative of underlying epithelial injury occurring prior to procurement, during, and after the LTx. These findings suggest RAGE is a promising target for further investigation as a useful biological marker of alveolar epithelial injury in donor lungs prior to LTx and perhaps in patients with PGD after LTx.
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Figure 1. Donor BALf RAGE levels increased with the severity of PGD
Box plot of the median and interquartile range and individual data values for donor RAGE by PGD severity. The middle line within the box represents the median, the top line represents the 75th percentile and the bottom line represents the 25th percentile. All analyses focused on RAGE levels according to PGD severity. RAGE levels did not differ between donor lungs that did not develop PGD (PGD 0), PGD 1, or PGD 2/3 groups. Donor lungs that did not develop PGD had a RAGE level that was significantly different from 2[PGD 2/3] (p = 0.008).
Figure 2. Donor RAGE levels predicted the development of PGD in recipients

Using recipients who did not have PGD (PGD 0) and those who had persistent PGD (2[PGD 2/3]), donor RAGE levels predicted development of recipient severe PGD (odds ratio = 2.1 per 0.25 ng/ml increase in donor RAGE level; P = 0.04). For a donor RAGE value of 0.75 ng/ml, the sensitivity and specificity estimates were 88% and 89%, respectively. The estimated area under the curve (AUC) of the receiver operating characteristic curve was 0.94.
Figure 3. Recipient BALf RAGE levels correlated with PGD grade

RAGE levels in recipient lungs that did not develop PGD (‘none’) were compared to levels in lungs that developed PGD based on severity (‘mild’ = PGD 1; ‘moderate’ = PGD 2/3; ‘severe’ = PGD 2/3 at two consecutive time points). RAGE levels did not differ between lungs that did not develop PGD (none) and ‘mild’ or ‘moderate’ PGD groups. However, those patients that did not develop PGD had a RAGE level that was significantly different from severe PGD (p = 0.008).
Figure 4. Immuno-histological analyses revealed increased RAGE in recipient TTBX

(A) Representative immuno-staining for RAGE in TTBX from recipients without PGD (no PGD; top panels) or recipients with severe PGD (bottom panels). RAGE protein is expressed in normal TTBX; however, staining intensity is increased in TTBX from patients with severe PGD. (B) Densitometric analyses of immuno-histochemical staining. TTBX from recipients with severe PGD display ∼3-fold increased staining compared to recipients without PGD. Micrographs are representative of TTBX from 8 post-transplant recipients for each group. Sections were counterstained with hematoxylin to visualize nuclei. Isotype control antibodies (Ctrl IgG) were used to control for non-specific antibody binding. Bar = 100 µm.
Table 1

Clinical characteristics of donors (n=35) that lead to recipients without (PGD −) or with PGD (PGD +)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Donor</th>
<th>PGD −</th>
<th>PGD +</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean Age ± SEM</td>
<td>26 ± 11</td>
<td>36 ± 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td>9/14 (64%) M</td>
<td>9/21 (42%) M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5/14 (36%) F</td>
<td>12/21 (58%) F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race</td>
<td>8/14 White (57 %)</td>
<td>11/21 White (48%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4/14 Black (29%)</td>
<td>8/21 Black (38%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1/14 Hispanic (7%)</td>
<td>2/21 Hispanic (10%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1/14 Other (7%)</td>
<td>0/21 other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PaO2 ± SEM</td>
<td>472 ± 67</td>
<td>458 ± 66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chest Radiograph at Time of procurement</td>
<td>Edema 0/14</td>
<td>Edema 3/21 (14%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Contusion 1/14 (7%)</td>
<td>Contusion 2/21 (9.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Focal Air space 1/14 (7%)</td>
<td>Focal Air space 2/21 (9.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Normal 12/14 (86%)</td>
<td>Normal 14/21 (67%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive bronchoscopy culture</td>
<td>7/14</td>
<td>12/21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cause of Death</td>
<td>Traumatic 8/14</td>
<td>Traumatic 10/21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Non-traumatic 6/14</td>
<td>Non-traumatic 11/21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoking history (≥10 pk yr)</td>
<td>4/14</td>
<td>5/21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Donors</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2
Clinical characteristics in recipients (N = 35) without (PGD −) and with PGD (PGD +)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recipient</th>
<th>PGD −</th>
<th>PGD +</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean Age ± SEM</td>
<td>56 ± 6</td>
<td>55 ± 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td>10/14 (71%) M 4/14 (29%) F</td>
<td>11/21 (53%) M 10/21 (47%) F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagnosis</td>
<td>COPD (9/14) IPF (3/14) Sarcoideosis (1/14) OB (1/14)</td>
<td>COPD (8/21) IPF (9/21) OB (1/21) CF (1/21) Other (2/21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of Lung transplant</td>
<td>12 Bilateral 1 Single 1 Single retransplant</td>
<td>18 Bilateral 2 Single 1 Single retransplant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ischemia Time Left Lung ± SEM</td>
<td>257 min ± 22</td>
<td>281 min ± 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ischemia Time Right Lung ± SEM</td>
<td>260 min ± 19</td>
<td>294 min ± 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graft Function</td>
<td>PGD 0 (14) PGD 1 (2) PGD 2/3 (6) PGD 2 [PGD 2/3] (12)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICU Days (mean)</td>
<td>PGD 0 (4.9) PGD 1 (6) PGD 2/3 (7.7) 2 [PGD 2–3] (12.5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ventilator Days (mean)</td>
<td>PGD 0 (2.2) PGD 1 (4.3) PGD 2/3 (3.4) 2 [PGD 2–3] (7)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mortality (1 yr post transplant)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>